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Puzzle and dragons persona collab 2020

The event occurred on the NA server. 7/27 (Monday) 10:00 - 8/10 (Monday) 09:59 JST Collab news Wednesday because it is a 4-day weekend in Japan (Marine Day + Sports Day, supposedly the Olympics opening weekend ...)! ... [Finished!] Monster Memories (subs team) for Persona 3, 4, 5 collab in PAD Radar!... [Finished!]
Translations of the active and leadership skills of the leaders of Rare Gacha, during Persona 3, 4, 5 Collab!... 4/27 (Friday) 10am ~5/11 (Friday) 9:59am JST (JP) PAD x Persona Collab Kept Me Waiting Until Dark Time for this information!... 4/27 (Friday) 10am ~5/11 (Friday) 9:59am JST Details (JP): PADR x Persona Collab Just like
PAD, PAD Radar also has Persona Collab!... 4/27 (Friday) 10am ~5/11 (Friday) 9:59 JST Details (JP): PAD x Persona Collab Everyone has been waiting for, finally here!... 4/27 (Friday) 10am ~5/11 (Friday) 9:59 JST Details (JP): PADR Persona Collab Collab everyone was waiting for!... Everything that was announced on Stream, in one
post! This post is done with a lot of help from the fether (some translations and pictures), Ripper (time stamps, some pictures, and moral support), and Paulo (many of the pictures, especially evo carpets) !... In April, there was a collaboration between the Persona series and the Japanese version of the popular mobile game Puzzle &amp;
Dragons. Today, developer GungHo announced that the Persona collaboration will be the release for the English version of the game. As with the Japanese version of the collaboration, this event will feature characters and elements from Persona 3, Persona 4 and Persona 5, as well as a special reminder dungeon. The collaboration of
the Persona series with the English version of the puzzle &amp; dragons will take place from 16-29 July 2018. Character art and event developments can be seen on the official website. Description Join us on a trip to the Metaverse to discover your true self, because it's time for a very special Collab Persona! This collab comes with his
own Persona Egg Machine, including iconic characters from the Persona series, such as Ren Amamiya, Yu Narukami, and Makoto Yuki! Not only that, you can take a walk through Mementos in our new Persona Collab dungeon and fight memorable creatures from the Persona series, such as Jack Frost and Pixie. Don't hold back on the
final battle because there's one last surprise! Justine &amp; Caroline will wait there to give the incredulous prisoners a final examination of their rehabilitation! Character Art — Puzzle &amp; Dragons Persona and Puzzle &amp; Dragons come together for a collaboration of epic proportions! Players must join forces with Persona characters
in an effort to defeat shadows. This interesting collaboration includes a variety of familiar characters including Mitsuru Kirijo, Aigis, Teddie, Yosuke Hanamura, Makoto Niijima, and more. As a special treatment, Persona 5 Morgana's companion will be exclusive via Monster Exchange! You can take a walk through Mementos in the new
Persona Collab dungeon and fight memorable memorable creatures Persona series, would be Jack Frost and Pixie. Twin Wardens dungeon bosses: Justine &amp; Caroline will be waiting to give confident prisoners a final examination of their rehabilitation! All players participating during the event period will receive a free draw at The
Persona Memorial Egg Machine for a chance to receive a rare collab character. There will also be a special Persona Egg Machine package limited time for the equivalent price of 1 Magic Stone. Don't change the channel, because we're just getting started! Visit the official Puzzle &amp; Dragons website for more information about the
game: [Duration]: 9/7 (Monday), 12:00 - 9/20 (Sunday), 23:59 (UTC-8)The clock strikes midnight and the Dark Hour begins with the return of Persona Collab to Puzzle &amp; Dragons! Shoot from Persona Egg Machine for a chance to get new Collab Persona characters, such as Kotone Shiomi and Tohru Adachi! In addition, many
returning Collab persona characters have received new evolutions reincarnation and Assista Evolutions! That's not all this trip in metaverse has to offer, so see below for more details! New Evolutions &amp; Upgrades! The new characters Persona Collab, Kotone Shiomi and Tohru Adachi, received new Developments Assist! Select collab
characters, including Makoto Yuki &amp; Orpheus; Yu Narukami &amp; Izanagi; Ren Amamiya &amp; The Ene have received new Reincarnated Developments as well! In addition, many returning Collab persona characters have received upgrades. See more about the new Evolutions &amp; Upgrades here. Persona Egg Machine arrives!
[Duration]: 9/7 (Monday), 12:00 - 9/20 (Sunday), 11:59 (UTC-8) Each draws costs 5 Magic Stones and features a number of Persona characters, such as Yu Narukami and Ren Amamiya! * Check the in-game for a full list of Persona Egg Machine lineup. See here for character artwork. See here for the full list of characters' abilities and
abilities. Persona Memorial Egg Machine [Duration]: 9/7 (Monday), 12:00 - 9/20 (Sunday), 11:59 (UTC-8) Players will get a free draw from Persona Memorial Egg Machine! This special egg machine will be sent by in-game email to all players who connect during the collab period! By pressing the Start button in this email, a collab character
with random features will be received! Don't miss this opportunity to get a strong collab character! Persona Memorial Egg Machine Lineup★6 Kotone Shiomi (NEW!) Tohru Adachi (NEW!) Makoto Yuki Yu Narukami Ren Amamiya One Presiding over Power, Elizabeth★5 Kasumi Yoshizawa (NEW!) Futaba Sakura (NEW!) Mitsuru Kirijo
Aigis Yosuke Hanamura Teddie Makoto Niijima Goro AkechiNote: *Persona Memorial Egg Machine will be sent to the in-game mail when you connect between 9/7 (Monday), 12:00 - 9/20 (Sunday), 23:59 (UTC-8). * Email gifts in the game have expiration dates. After 21/09 23:59 (UTC-8), Persona Memorial Egg Machine va deveni
unredeemable.1 Magic Stone + Persona Egg Machine Bundle Bundle 9/7 (Monday), 12:00 - 9/20 (Sunday), 23:59 (UTC-8)During this event, a special package 1 Magic Stone + Persona Egg Machine will be available for purchase! This package is a unique offer only for $0.99 (USD) that includes a Magic Stone and a draw from Persona
Egg Machine!*Package 1 Magic Stone + Persona Egg Machine can only be purchased once per ID during this period. *When purchasing the package will be displayed as 1 Magic Stone &amp; Egg Set B. * Please be sure to check the range and rates of this egg machine in the game before purchasing this package.10 Magic Stones +
Persona Kasumi Yoshizawa Egg Machine [Duration]: 9/7 (Monday), 12 AM - 9/20 (Sunday), 11:59 (UTC-8) The 10 Magic Stones + Persona Kasumi Yoshizawa Egg Machine Bundle will be sold in the Store during this collab! This package is a unique offer only for $9.99 (USD) that includes 10 Magic Stones and a single draw from Persona
Kasumi Yoshizawa Egg Machine!*The 10 Magic Stones + Persona Kasumi Yoshizawa Egg Machine Bundle can only be purchased once per ID during this period. *When purchasing the package will be displayed as 10 Magic Stones &amp; Set C. * Please be sure to check the range and rates of this egg machine in the game before
purchasing this package. Orb Skin When a player receives Kasumi Yoshizawa for the first time, Persona Orbs Skin will be unlocked!20 Magic Stones + ★6 Persona Egg Machine Bundle [Duration]: 9/7 (Monday), 12:00 - 9/20 (Sunday), 11:59 PM (UTC-8)During this event, a special package 20 Magic Stones + ★6 Persona Egg Machine
will be available for purchase! This package is a unique offer only for $19.99 (USD) that includes 20 magic stones and a draw from ★6 Persona Egg Machine!*The 20 Magic Stones + ★6 Persona Egg Machine bundle can be purchased once per ID during this period. *When purchasing the package will be displayed as 20 Magic Stones
&amp; Egg Set C. * Please be sure to check the range and rates of this egg machine in the game before purchasing this package. Package notes: *Players will receive any in-game email-purchased egg machines. Players can check their mail by going to the Mail/Friend Invites screen on the [Friends] menu. If the email doesn't appear in
your mailbox, try going back to the title screen or restarting the app. *If a player's in-game mailbox is full, they won't be able to receive special egg machines by in-game email. It is highly recommended that players delete emails that do not need to receive emails properly in the game. *If a player cannot receive the Magic Stones or Egg
Machine due to an unexpected appearance or closure of the app, they will be able to receive it by restarting the app within 2 weeks of the end of the event period. *If an unexpected occurrence occurs and a purchase a Magic Stone + Egg Machine package a second time, the second purchase will only give the user Magic Stone(s). *If a
connection error occurs or The app closes before completing a Magic Stone purchase or the fact that the Magic Stone + Egg Machine Package is not received, please do not try to purchase it again. Please contact the relevant app store to confirm whether the purchase has been charged or not. For more details see HERE. Persona
Collab Dungeon [Duration]: 9/7 (Monday), 12:00 - 9/20 (Sunday), 11:59 (UTC-8)During the event, the special dungeon Persona Collab will be available to challenge! This dungeon can be found in the Special Prisons. Players will have a chance to receive Skill Level Up Items that can be used on collab characters, as well as blank cards
that can be used for Assist Evolutions after defeating enemies in this dungeon! That's not all! Select characters that are obtained in this dungeon, such as Monarch of Snow, King Frost and Beguiling Girl, Pixie will have Assist Evolutions! În plus, Persona Multiplayer! The dungeon will be available in the 3-Player Multiplayer Mode menu as
well. Persona Challenge! [Duration]: 9/7 (Monday), 12:00 - 9/20 (Sunday), 23:59 (UTC-8)During the event, Persona Challenge! Dungeon will be available! This One-Shot dungeon will reward players who clear up with an extra shoot from Persona Memorial Egg Machine! Notes: * Persona Memorial Egg Machine Rewarded for
Compensation Persona Challenge! will be the same as the Memorial Egg Machine persona available during the Collab Persona. *Special Dungeons will be considered removed after the clear rewards screen displayed after their completion. Clear rewards will be sent by in-game email. *To request clear rewards, please make sure to clear
dungeons before 9/21 (Monday), 11:59 (UTC-8). If a player is unable to release the dungeon during this period, they will not be able to claim the dungeon reward. * Email gifts in the game have expiration dates. When an in-game email expires, the attached monsters, Magic Stones, Dungeons, Coins and any points, such as Pal Points, will
become unrecoverable. For more details about in-game mail expiration dates, see here. *If the maximum stamina is less than the Stamina value required to enter the dungeon, the dungeon will not appear. Stamina overflow does not change this requirement. *There may be a slight delay in receiving in-game email rewards. If a reward isn't
received immediately, try returning to the title screen. *Clear rewards can only be obtained once. * The characters and monsters that appear in this dungeon will not decrease. Monster Exchange Collab Character Lineup [Duration]: 9/7 (Monday), 12:00 - 9/21 (Monday), 11:59 (UTC-8)During this collab, a series of Collab Persona
characters will be available in Monster Exchange! In addition, Makoto's headphones and Kotone's headphones have been added to the Monster Exchange range! Makoto's EarphonesKotone's Earphones★6 Character for Exchange Select collab characters can be obtained by exchanging appropriate characters or monsters. Kotone
Shiomi (NEW!) Tohru Adachi (NEW!) Makoto Makoto Yu Narukami Ren Amamiya One Who Presides Over Power, ElizabethOther Elements &amp; Characters Obtained From Monster Exchange Makoto's Earphones (NEW!) Kotone's Headphones (NEW!) Morgana Jewel Fire Jewel Wood Water Jewelry Jewel light Jewel of Dark Lil 'Snow
Globe Dragon Bleu Lil 'Snow Globe Dragon Blanc Lil 'Snow Globe Dragon Noir Sea Water Gem Latent TAMADRA (Skill Delay Resist.) *Makoto's Headphones; Kotone's headphones; and Morgana can only be changed once. *Makoto's helmets; Kotone's headphones; and Morgana will be exchangeable with Skill Card: Dia; Qualification



card: Bufu; and qualification card: Agidyne. In addition, the above-mentioned characters cannot be exchanged with their forms [re-evolution: Beguiling Girl, Pixie; Mocking snowman, Jack Frost; and the Guard Dog of Hades, Cerberus. *See Event category in Monster Exchange after 9/7 (Monday), 12:00 AM (UTC-8) for full details on
exchange conditions. *All monsters that can be used to complete the exchange will be displayed after the + button is tapping. *If the monsters needed for the exchange are included in a player's team, they cannot be selected for the exchange. Notes: *All images and data displayed are under development and can be adjusted if necessary.
*Events that can be changed without notice or compensation - see event policy here. ©ATLUS ©SEGA All rights reserved. Reserved.
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